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Letter 805a
DREAMS
Interceding For My Niece
2020-01-19
Dear Yeshua,
Thursday, 4 July 2019, 6:30AM.
I woke up from several dreams, about which I audio-recorded approximately one hour later.
Below is the transcript if that recording.
BEGIN TRANSCRIPT:
OK. Today is Thursday, the 4th of July 2019, 6:30AM. And, I had some dreams, or a dream
that had multiple parts. I woke up at 5:30, (it’s an hour ago), and right before I woke up I
had these multiple part dreams.
But the details weren’t abundantly clear. Just that I was with some people; as I sit here
trying to recall, the content is kind of hazy, there’s the fog of war involved.
But after I woke up and started recording this, I checked my email and I see that I had
several emails from my niece. She was talking with me about some Vinancial difViculties she
has. And I’m thinking that this dream had to do with that, because she was sending those
emails at the same time I was having this dream. So, now that I think about it (yah, 5:30, or
really close to that), I suspect that I was interceding and wrestling with the enemy who was
agains her. She was having problems with the bank, and bills. And as we know from
experience, the enemy can exist in relationships, to cause and bring panic with them and
try to get people to panic and make unsound choices, and unsound decisions, that will make
their situation worse.
And I think this is what was happening with my niece. So, that’s what was going on. I woke
up sore, real tired, but not psychologically fatigued. The fatigue was pretty much from my
shoulders down. I wasn’t confused or “foggy headed”.
But it was a pretty good wrestling match. It feels like I haven’t woken up yet. Depending on
the conVlict, I’ll either start waking up right away, or if it was a real nasty conVlict it will take
me many hours to wake up, while I “shake the fog out of my head”. The fog of war during
sleep.
Anyway, so that’s this dream and follow up notes. Yeah. I think as I sit here listening to the
Lord Holy Spirit, what He’s telling me is that in the dream I was wrestling with the (HR)
people who are against my niece. ROE-3 (says that) those people are gone. I think my neice
will feel a lot better down the road.
Anyway, that’s the end of this report.
END TRANSCRIPTION.
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(NOTE: this Letter is being posted in 2020. These events occurred in 2019.)
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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